NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF TECHNICAL TEACHERS’ TRAINING AND RESEARCH  
Taramani P.O., Chennai 600 113  
[Government of India, Ministry of Human Resource Development (Dept. of Education)]

No. NITTTR/CEMT/SWAYAM/2017-18/AV Monitors  
Date: 23.11.2017

To

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl. No.</th>
<th>Description of Items</th>
<th>Material Code</th>
<th>Approximate Quantity Required</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>TRIMASTER EL™ OLED high grade picture Colour correction monitor with Stand and as per the specifications given in enclosure.</td>
<td>2 Nos.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>70 Watts Audio Monitor as per the specifications given in enclosure.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**QUOTATION DUE DATE**

a. Please send your quotation within the due date on sealed envelope on or before:

   Date: 08.12.2017

b. Delivery required at NITTTR, Chennai: **immediately**

**Note:** CGST & SGST or any other charges if any should be mentioned separately in the quotation. Mention **TIN** No. of your company. The Warranty, validity and Make of the quoted item should be mentioned clearly.

**Cover should be addressed:** (Ref. No. should be written on the sealed cover)

Name: **Professor & Head i/c, Centre for Educational Media & Technology,**  
National Institute of Technical Teachers’ Training and Research  
Taramani P.O., Chennai 600 113

(For terms and conditions please see overleaf)

DIRECTOR
1. The quotation must specify the period within which the supply could be effected from the date of receipt of firm orders.

2. Quotation received after the due date mentioned on the reverse will not be considered.

3. Your quotations should be for materials strictly in accordance with the specifications shown. In case you are offering substitutes state clearly the exact specification etc. of the materials offered. Drawing sketches or any other technical data should be submitted separately.

4. The prices quoted should clearly specify charges for delivery of the goods to destination indicated overleaf.

5. The prices quoted should include all packing costs and it will be assumed that packing materials (cases etc.,) are non-returnable unless otherwise stated.

6. CGST & SGST or any other taxes if applicable should be shown separately giving the full rate of taxes for each items giving ex-incidence of such levies.

7. The Director reserves the right to accept the whole or part of any quotation without assigning any reason and the lowest or any quotation will not necessarily be accepted, and the Director’s decision shall be the final.

8. Samples must accompany the quotation when so specified or within two days when asked for later.

9. If it is discovered that the materials supplied are not exactly according to the specification, the entire stock will be rejected.

10. We reserve the right to inspect the goods offered at any stage of manufacture / supply at your premises.

11. Any dispute arising out of or relating to this Enquiry shall be deemed to have arisen in Madras and is subject to adjudication of the Madras Courts.

12. Rates quoted once will remain firm for that particular dealing.

13. The quotation should be kept valid for a period of 60 days from the date of opening for acceptance.

14. Payment will be made after confirmation on receipt of the materials in good condition at this institute (normally within 30 days). Advance payment will not be entertained at any circumstances.

15. Printed conditions of the firm sent along with quotation form if any, shall not be binding on us.

16. In case of Printing the Proof should be got approved before final strike.

17. Materials should be supplied at this institute in good condition.

18. Price quoted by the suppliers accepted by the Director is final, and no deviation therefore will be accepted without the Director’s agreement in writing.

19. If the rates are under D.G.S. & D. Please specify the same clearly enclosing necessary documents.
1. **Color Correction Monitor**

- PVM-A170, TRIMASTER EL™ OLED high grade picture monitor with SU561 Monitor Stand
- 16.5" Diagonal Screen Size
- 10-Bit OLED with 1920 x 1080 Resolution
- 3G-SDI, HDMI, and Composite Inputs
- Loop-Through Output for Both SDI Inputs
- 89° Angle of View at >10:1 Contrast
- Black Pixels Switch Off Completely
- OSD Waveform and Vectorscope
- Recessed Rear Connectors
- Serial and Parallel Remote Ports
- Portable Design with Built-In Handle

2. **Studio Monitors**

- Bi-amplified M-AUDIO BX5 D2 Studio Monitors with 70 watts of distributed power
- Class A/B bi-amplification with precision crossover lets each speaker work effortlessly to reproduce your mix with stunning accuracy
- 5-Inch low-frequency transducer with Kevlar cones for rich, defined lows
- 1-Inch high-frequency drivers with natural silk domes and integrated waveguides for smooth, clear highs and a wide sweet spot
- Rear porting for extended low-frequency response while reducing air turbulence